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SENATOR SUTHERLAND.

Utah is honored In the fact that George Suther-

land is a senator of this state in the national legls-'"- "

Ifcture. Mental ability, intellectual quality, is the
grnly credential Qf a great man. It Is the only true
standard of measurement. And this man does

honor to the best there is In the thought and the
liope and the wisdom and the worth of the people
Who have commissioned him.

One day last August or it may have been one
night Senat r Sutherland delivered an address
before the American Bar Association at Milwau-

kee which was reported at the time, but which was
Hot adequately quoted, and can not be so quoted
rere. It is a speech that should be conned by

every boy and every girl In the bind. It should
ecome a part of their guiding memory, as Web-

ster's reply to Hayne is a part; at Patrick Henry
toefore the Virginia burgesses is a part; as John
Adams' "Live or die, survive or perish " has for
So many decades made a beacon light of American
patriotism. And even before the boys and the
girls have been made familiar withit, every voter
hi this state and in all the states of the Union
tfught to take that speech and read it with care.

- . ' Yes, it is an argument against the Innovations
fyi political machinery which have gained so wide

I' voguo in the west. Senator Sutherland stands
I j pr what Is good In the old, and against what is
v perilous In tho new. No matter how the plausible

promises of the new may appeal, the result Is so
important that it is worth while for men and worn-'e- h

everywhere to consider the argument. The
Jiermanence of their national institutions is at
Stake. The very treasures won In the Revolution,
find secured at the cost of civil war are imperilled
ty much that is proposed by the apostles of the

j Senator Sutherland does not attack for the
Siheer defense of convention, lie makes no stub-hor- n

and unintelligent fight for things as they
re just because they have been so. ITo advances

reason. And what Is without reason not only Is
Without law, but it is without defense of any kind. .

Probably no man has put in words so strong an
argument In favor of sane action by the citizens
Of the United States. Certainly no man has so '

clothed the reasons In attractive phrase, so lighted
the cubject with wit, so driven accepted premises
to the one safe conclusion.

Here is the opening paragraph:

It is becoming unfashionable to speak well of
the constitution. It no longer is respectable to

profess the ancient faith in the learning- - and tho
integrity of the courts. There is abroad in the
land a new political propaganda whose teachings
suggest that the written constitution is binding
only upon the minority, and that its meaning may
be more accurately ascertained by inspecting tho
casual contents of the ballot box than by Invoking
"the trained and deliberative judgment of the
bench.

The lessons of the fathers and of history are
being rapidly a.nd contemptuously consigned to the
limbo of ancient and discredited superstitions. The
past is useful only insofar as It teaches us what to
avoid. Doctrines and laws are right in proportion
as they are novel. The desirability of the thing
proposed is measured by the extent it differs from
things as they are. Experiment is more highly
regarded than demomliatlon, and prediction is
exalted above experience. Whosoever advocates
old methods or old Institutions, however well
proven and long continued, is suspected of having
engaged in the nefarious enterprise of working a
confidence game on a virtuous and progressive pop-
ulation.

It is a fitting prelude to the strongest argument,
by far, tha.t as yet has been urged In favor of a
reasonable and intelligent conservatism, and
against the measureless flights of present-da- y Ir-

responsible empiricism. There is nothing even
remotely suggesting reactionary thought to the dis-

cerning the class, after all, which always has
molded Mid It Is to be hoped always will mold the
policy of the nation. There- - is a frank confession
that, in the matter of courts, some decisions have
run counter both to the trend of a healthy and
reasonable progresslvelsm, and to sound prin-
ciples of the law as well. But Senator Sutherland
holds that it is better for the people to take the
slower and less revolutionary course of defeating
such judges, if they be eleotht; or changing the
constitution if they rely on that, and hold their
offices for life.

He contends that the business of a' nation of
three million people and thai was the nunib.-- r

credited to the colonies at the time of the Revolu-
tion can not be managed without the represent-
ative system; that the making ..l laws, the presid-
ing at trials, and the execution of the ascertained
will of the people can be done decently and in
order only by persons chosen from the whole body
of the people to represent them. And if it can not
be done by three million, it certainly can not be
done by a hundrtd million. The bulk Is too un-

wieldy. And the point is made that the fathers
of the nation declared their choice then with a
perfect understanding that the nation would grow
In population, in worldly importance, and in gov-

ernmental problems. And because they saw the
future and provided for it, they gave to the rising
republic the system which would best preserve
it. That was the representative form of govern-
ment, as distinguished from the pure democracy
which is possible only when the number to be gov-

erned Is small. It was all right in the Massa-
chusetts town meetings of a vanished century But
It was not and is not practicable In a great people.

Time and reason prove the wisdom of the found-
ers' judgment. Senator Sutherland gives to the
world an admirable argument in favor of holding
to what is good in the old, and adopting the new
with the prudent care that goes with great respon-
sibility.

Here Is a sample of that saturnine wit which
would make George Sutherland the most dreaded
of all debaters If the amiable qualities of the man
did not prevent his Inflicting a pain:

There stands in Paris at a point where several of
the superb avenues of that city radiate like the
points of a star, a stately and imposing structure

called the Arch of Triumph. There are two ways
by which the descent from the summit may bo M
made; namely, by going slowly and laboriously M
down the stairway, or utilizing the force of gravl- - M
tatlon by Jumping from the parapet. On a certain M
occasion a few years ago ten or a dozen men were-- M
standing at tho top of that famous monument. All M
but one of them, being commonplace people, de- - H
scended in the orthodox way. But
that one, a gentleman of advanced views who had M
charmed the others by the brilliancy nf his con- - M
versation, and the boldness and originality of his jH
speculations, came down by the alternative route, M
with the result that on the following afternoon he H
was laid away in the cemetery attached to tho M

insane asylum from which he had escaped. H
The incident carries with it a lesson which I com- - M

mend to the thoughtful consideration of the im- - H
patient reformers of these days, which is: That to M
follow the constitutional stairway step by step may H
be a slow and tiresome process, but it at least as- - M
sures us of a safe arrival. H

That is no more reactionary than Is a passage out H
of the Bible. H

I want to quote the closing paragraph of this H
rather impressive and certainly useful address of H
Senator Sutherland: jH

In the mind." of some people the iioisions of M
the constitution are of the same casual nature and H
are as lightly regarded as the resolutions they H
make with the New Year season of repentance. HI
But to the. thoughtful student of law and govern- - H
ment the great principles of the constitution, as H
old as the struggle for human liberty, are as near- - . H
ly eternal as anything in this mutable world can f H
be. We do not ouigrow them any more than wo H
outgrow the Ten Commandments or the enduring H
morality of the Sermon on the Mount. This 1 H
assembly of eminent lawyers does not need be re- - '11
minded of the conditions which made the ndop- - H
tion of the constitution an oershadowlng neccs- - J H
sity in order that the sacrifices of the Revolution g H
might not be in vain. The constitution did not F H
create the Union, but by making it "more perfect" H
preserved it from destruction. H

If the present-da- y teaen-r- of vague and vision- - jH
ary reform would know the f.ite which will over- - f H
take the republic- - if the constitution, through tho H
shattered faith of the people, shall lost- - Its bind- - H
ing force, they hae but to read the history of our H
country under the Articles of Confederation. If H
by some unhapp turn of fortune the constitution jH
bhould be wrecked, those conditions will be re- - , H
peated, but intensified in the proportion that our lijl
population has increased, our territory extended, ifH
and our problems have become more numerous Ijland more intricate. 1,11

The forty-eig- btates into which our Imperial 11domain at last has been rounded, filled with patrl- -
' ?

otic, intelligent and liberty-lovin- g people, after
all, constitute but the body of the Union. Its soul jH
is the constitution: H

That is strong language. It ought to be im- - H
pressive. And yet no more calm, no more consid- - H
erate statement of fact could be conceived on a
subleet in which a speaker is vitally interested aa H
ew-i- citizen of the republic- ought to be. H

There is, in an earlier passage, an argument
against the fallacy of the recall of judges, and the. H
recall of decisions, that ought to convince any one H
who had reason which might be appealed to. The H
logic of it is inescapable, and the conclusion is H

That address of Utah's Senator Sutherland ought M
to be read In the faintly of every citizen of tho IM
nation. .H

r

WHY MEXICO? iH
1 don't know how the rest of you fetd about the Jlsituation in Mexico, but it seems to me the United B

States ought to take mercy on that distrac ted peo- - M
pie, and give them a rest. H

That is, the United States ought tu take .Mcx- - H
loo Into its permanent and pacific keeping, and JM


